MUSIC CAPITALS OF THE WORLD

TOkyo

King Records is merchandising "Queen of the West," a novel written by "Island Girl," which was recently adapted for television in the United States. The show was recorded at King's studio in Tokyo, with the cast consisting of several famous artists.


CinCinnati

Cincinnati今天的comedian Larry Vincent, long a fixture in these parts, is now just getting started. He was born in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1952, and has been performing in local clubs and lounges. This month he started his own weekly show at the nearby Country Club.


San Francisco

New York

In recognition of the first New York Folk Festival, held last month, and as a nod to the three-day event, the New York City Council has declared June 14 through June 16 as "New York Folk Festival Day." To mark the occasion, a special performance was held at the nearby Symphony Hall.
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San Francisco

During his appearance at the Circle City Star Theater, Jack Jones informed a typically large audience that he is considering a possible future tour of the West Coast. He has declared the week of June 26 as "Jack Jones Week." Mgm records have arranged for a surprise appearance of Jack Jones at the resort.
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